Proposal for an accurate TMS-MRI co-registration process via 3D laser scanning.
An important technical issue in transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) usage is how accurately the specific brain areas activated by TMS are assessed. However, in practice, electric field induced in TMS is dispersed and therefore actual estimation is still difficult. As a preliminary step, the projection line which is perpendicular to the TMS stimulation coil beneath the center of the coil must be accurately estimated into the brain. Therefore, we have developed a new TMS-MRI co-registration procedure that employs a 3D laser-scanner system that is very useful for general hand-manipulated TMS, and which easily estimates the TMS projection point onto the brain. The proposed system accurately captures the positional relationship between the TMS coil and anatomical images. The results of 3D image processing revealed that the registration error at each stage was kept within the submillimeter level. In addition, a motor evoked potential experiment examining the right finger motor area revealed that understandable responses were obtained when stimulation was targeted to the three different motor areas according to Penfield's map. 3D laser scanning is a technique of substantial recent interest for anatomical co-registration. The proposed method demonstrated submillimeter level accuracy of TMS-MRI co-registration.